Abstract. We give q-analogues of the following congruences by Z.-W. Sun:
where p is a prime, D n = n k=0 n+k 2k 2k k are the Delannoy numbers, and H n = n k=1 1 k are the harmonic numbers. We also prove that, for any positive integer m and prime p > m + 1,
Introduction
Fermat's Little Theorem states that if p is a prime, then for any integer a not divisible by p, the number a p−1 − 1 is a multiple of p. Numbers of the form (a p−1 − 1)/p are called Fermat quotients of p to base a. There are several different congruences for the Fermat quotients (2 p−1 − 1)/p in the literature.
Let p 3 be a prime. Since A classical Glaisher's congruence (see [8, 9] ) for Fermat quotients is
Kohnen [15] established the following congruence
Z.-W. Sun [24] prove that 4) where D n are the (central) Delannoy numbers defined by
Pan [20] gave q-analogues of (1.1) and (1.2) as follows:
are called the q-Fermat quotients of p to base 2. Tauraso [28] obtained the following q-analogues of (1.2) and (1.3):
In this paper, we give a q-analogue of (1.4) and new q-analogues of (1.2) and (1.3). 
Here the q-Delannoy numbers D n (q) are defined by
where n k = (q; q) n (q; q) k (q; q) n−k stands for the q-binomial coefficient.
We shall also give a multiple generalization of (1.3) as follows. 
In particular, if m is even, then
(1.11)
Note that, when m = 2, the congruence (1.11) can be written as 12) where
are the harmonic numbers. The congruence (1.12) was first proved by Z.-W. Sun [24] and generalized to the modulus p 2 case by Sun and Zhao [27] . Some other generalizations and refinements of (1.12) can be found in [17, 26] . Let
be the q-harmonic numbers. Our last theorem is the following neat q-analogue of (1.12).
Theorem 1.4
For any prime p 5, there holds
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we give a proof of Theorem 1.1 by using some q-series identities and known q-congruences. In Section 3, we give proofs of Theorems 1.2-1.4 by first establishing a multiple series generalization of Kohnen's identity [15] :
In fact, a q-analogue of (1.10) will be proved. Some consequences and remarks will be mentioned in the last section.
2 Proof of Theorem 1.1
Applying the Lagrange interpolation formula for x r at the values q −k (0 k n) of x, we have the following result (see [12, Theorem 1.1] for a generalization), which will be used in the proof of Theorem 1.1.
Lemma 2.1 For n 1 and 0 r n, there holds
Proof of Theorem 1.1. By the q-Lucas theorem (see [4, 11, 19] ), or by the factorization of q-binomial coefficients into cyclotomic polynomials (see [3, 16] ), for any prime p 3 and
Hence, by the q-Chu-Vandermonde identity (see [1, (3.3.10) ]), we have
By Lemma 2.1, we have
The proof then follows from (1.5) and the following congruence due to Andrews [2] :
Remark. If we define the q-Delannoy numbers by
then we have the following congruence:
However, it is difficult to determine the right-hand side of (2.4) modulo [p] . This is why we need to replace D n (q) by D n (q) in Theorem 1.1.
Proofs of Theorems 1.2-1.4
Dilcher [5] established the following identity:
which is a multiple series generalization of Van Hamme's identity [29] :
Further generalizations of Dilcher's identity (3.1) have been obtained by Fu and Lascoux [6, 7] , Zeng [30] , Ismail and Stanton [14] , Guo and Zhang [13] , Gu and Prodinger [10] , and Guo and Zeng [11] .
In what follows we give a new generalization of Dilcher's identity (3.1) that also include Kohnen's identity (1.13) as a special case. 
Proof. For 1 r n, the coefficient of x r in the left-hand side of (3.3) is given by
It is easy to see that
By repeatedly using the summation formula (3.5), one sees that (3.4) is equal to
That is to say, the coefficients of x r in both sides of (3.3) are equal for 1 r n. Also (3.3) is true for x = 1. Therefore it must be true for any x.
Remark. An equivalent form of the fact that (3.4) equals (3.6) has been given by Fu and Lascoux [7, Lemma 2.1]. The proof given here is more straightforward.
When m = 1, we obtain the following result, which is crucial in the proof of Theorem 1.2.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. In (3.7) we set n = p − 1 and x = −1 and multiply both sides by 1 − q. By (2.2) and (2.3), the equation (3.7) simplifies to 8) which is the desired congruence (1.8). Replacing k by p − k on the left-hand side of (3.8), we have
By (1.5), the right-hand side of (3.8) is congruent to
This proves (1.9).
Noticing that
we can also rewrite (1.9) as
Similarly, if we set n = p − 1 and x = −1, multiply both sides by (1 − q) m in (3.3), replace k i by p − k i for 1 i m, and finally reverse the order of k 1 , . . . , k m , then we obtain the following result. 
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Letting q = 1 in (3.9) and using the classical congruence
we complete the proof of (1.10). For m even, replacing k by p − k, one sees that
This proves (1.11).
Proof of Theorem 1.4. When m = 2, the congruence (3.9) can be written as (3.11) and Shi and Pan [21, (4) ] proved that
The proof then follows form combing (3.10)-(3.12).
4 Some consequences and remarks Corollary 4.1 For any prime p 3, there holds
Proof. Multiplying both sides of (1.8) by 1 − q p , we have
Differentiating both sides of (4.2) with respect to q, we obtain
, one sees that (4.3) is equivalent to (4.1).
Combining (1.8) and (4.1), we obtain the following result.
Corollary 4.2 For any prime p 3, there holds
Letting q → 1, n = p − 1, and x ∈ Z in (3.3), we get It follows from (4.5) and (4.6) that
The m = 3 case of (4.7) has already appeared in [27] . Z.-W. Sun [23] proved that Recently, an elementary proof of (4.9) has been given by Meštrović [18] . We end the paper with the following problem. 
